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President Announces Spring Semester Budget Cuts

Resigns as

.annual budgeted items, excepting

the largest effect from this loss.
Secondly, the college will need to
put an additional $200,000 toward

crisis.

By Katarina Kieffer

The cut will be from all

In a town-hall meeting on

only those related to compensation.

Wednesday, December 3, President
Shirley 51-ollen addressed a large
audiencey. of faculty, staff, and

The various campus departments
andorganizationshavebeencharged

with "thinking creatively" to meet

state requirements b> the end of
December. The hope is that some

students on the topic of "Houghton's

this reduction in their respective

of this mone> will be recovered by

Economic- Picture," ending with

budgets. According to Mullen, the

May, but i iullen emphasized again

of the senate received an email

an unexpected announcement of a

decision to allow the involvement

that there is no guarantee.

from SGA President Peter Savage

20% across-the-board cut from all

of the affected bodies -offers all the

The most pressing concern

notifying them of his resignation,

non-salary/stipend funds, effective
next sediester. While speculation

opportunity to think strategically.-

involves the banked-on sale of

Mullen also emphasized that this

a cell tower on the West Seneca

has centered in recent weeks

would also help allow for "partial

campus. The president's staff

on concerns about next year's
budget, especially on potential

restoration" of funds if "that

received notification several weeks

becomes a possibilit) ' '

ago that indicated that the compan>

SGA President
By Clara Sanders

On Thursday, Nov. 20, members

effective at the first senate meeting of
next semester, due to his upcoming
participation in the Go-ED program
in Spring 2009.

its annuity fund in order to meet

that have contributed to the current

who Kasi planning on purchasing
the tower would likcl> defur the

him to commit his next semester

programmatic and faculty cuts,
pressure from the economic crisis
has grown. Stressing the need

situation. The first is the loss in the

transaction until Jub, leaving the

to Go-ED, one of Houghton's

for "urgency" rather than "panic,"

endowment-according to N lullen.

school without $900.000 dollars it

cooperative off-campus programs
that concentrates especially on

N,lullen specified that the impact of

"the endowments are underwater.

had planned on "for this fiscal >car.-

the current economic downturn on

While there is no guarantee where

Alullen pointed out that, while the

the market will go between now and

building, and reconciliation. Savage

this year's budget could result in
a deficit that may range up to $2.4

first learned about the program

million.

loss in this year's budget is going to
be difficult to make up, the sale n ill
go through and will help alleviate

during a spiritually transformative

The proposed20% reduction is part
of a plan to adjust this year's budget
by $1.5 million in anticipation of
possible effects of the economic

After much thought and prayer,
Savage felt that God is leading

transformation development peace

experience in Costa Rica over
Mayterm.

"This summer was a time of great
searching and spiritual growth in
my life," said Savage. "I hegan to
seriously question my intentions for
running for Student Government,

Mullen noted at least four factors

May 31,2009, the point at which
Houghton would need to draw
on the funds, the school might be

next

>ear's budget deficit.

The last factor is even more

facing a loss of up to $1.5 million in
available spending. The school of

unpredictable at this point-

music and financial aid would feel

• Budget continued on page 5

Lambein Considered for 66 Shared-Lounge" Dorm
By Ryan Ledebur

most of which 1 concluded were the

result of selfish pride and ambition.

I debated on resigning over the

A lost students realize that while

summer to give myself time and
energy k} focus on my own spiritual

Shenan ana and Rothenbuhler halls

development, but could not ignore
the resixinsibilit> 1 had accepted-

are both theoreticall> handicap

accessible. any student with a

01' the possibility of Go-1.I) soon

handicap would have a difficult
time with the dail> committe down
the hill froin Slien.mana Dr iii, the

after I Ioniecoming in October but

hill Irom Rothenhilliler, particularl>

n aited to inform the senate until

in the winter time. Both building5
are handicap accessible but are mit

Savaize inionned the S(i:\ cabinet

inter his final -decision had ll) be
made Novemt}er 15 lie \, anted to

aclu:ill> in handicap accessible

prepare the cabinet for the possible
cluinge in leadership and also seek

areas.

its advice and counsel about his

of campus, and has an elevator,

decision. Savage did not tell the

each floor is only accessible bj a

senate until after his final decision

set of stairs off of the main lounge.

iii an effort to prevent division and
strife that, if he decided not to go,

While Gillette is on the main level

And while a ramp could be built,
two accessible entrances and exits

are required in case of emergency.·

might prove unnecessary.

Lambein may become both a men's and women's dorm.

space for male students, the college a viable solution needs to he made
had but one option left to Consider. six,n, hine ever. Because of potential
Of all the dorms on campus. chatiges in the laundn room

senators elected senior Michael

Additionally. most of the bathroom
facilities within the dorm likely

Danylak, currently Speaker of the

would not meet the Americans with

Senate, to succeed Savage next

Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines.

semester. Senior college senator

Gillette could potentially be

renovations to make Lambein into to be made before R.\ selecticin in

Ryan Ledebur won a close race

renovated to accommodate ADA

a "shared-lounge" dorm for both Januarb since an> changes would
male and female students to truly require a change in the number 01

At the Dec. 2 senate meeting,

I.ambein is reall> the onlb one that sittlation, the distribution of R.\s,
is genuincb handicap accessible. and other logistical and budgetar>
Therefore, the collegeisconsiderins concerns, a decision would need

with fellow senator Joshua Nolen to

standards, andalthougharenovation

assume the vacated role of Speaker.
According to the SGA constitution,

is likely to occur in the near future,

have a fully accessible dorm for male and female RAs.

it would be an extremely large and

students of both sexes.

only current senators or SGA
cabinet members are eligible to run
• SGA continued on page 3

complicated project.

Inside
this

b Issue.-

Not wanting to put off the creation
of true handicap accessible living

'A---V':An Introduction to

While this potential solution ma>

To be clear, no decision has been come as a shock to some students,

made yet one way or the other. A such a change w'ould not be against
decision on whether or not this is •
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i niversity,

preparing

Scrambles to

Meet Budget
Reduction

petr<,1 guard the products and machinery

bombs and missiles for continued stored in the plant, saying it is
demonstrations. The Greek Prime their only remaining collateral in

Mumhai Attack

Follow ins the devastating terrorist
attacks in Mumbai.

Pakistani

>.ecurity forces have conducted

Minister issued an apology to the negotiating a fair agreement. Their
family of the boy who was killed demand for severance and vacation
and expressed concern that"extreme pay has become a symbol of the

ve,·eral raids on suspected terrorist

elements" were using the tragedy hardships facing so many workers

camp! in Kashmir, arresting fifteen.
1-he raids are the first sign of a

as an opportunity to publicize their in the United States in this time of
own political goals. A similar economic turmoil. The protestors

go,emment response to the reports

shooting in 1985 led to months of have gained the support of such

that the terrorists responsible for

violence and the bombing of a bus high-profile figures as President-

the deaths of 164 people were

full of riot police.

trained by the islamic militant
group Lashkar-e-Tayyiba. LET,

elect Barack Obama,

Illinois

Senator Dick Durbin (D), and

White House Cabinetry

Reverend Jesse Jackson. As a result

which was banned in 2001 for an

President-elect Barack Obama of the sit-ins, Illinois Governor

attack on the Indian parliament, has

has wasted no time in naming Rod Blagojevich has suspended

denied any involvement with the

who will serve in his Presidential business with Bank ofAmerica.

Pakistan were elevated to dangerous

cabinet. Modeling his cabinet after
President Abraham Lincoln's team Military Jet Down in San Diego

levels when, following the attack.

of rivals. Obama has named former

Indian Prime Minister Manmohan

Presidential candidates Hillary

attacks. Tensions between Indiaand

Singh implied that Pakistan was

Clinton and Bill Richardson as

somehow involved in the plot. an

Secretary of State and Secretary of

allegation that Pakistan strongly

Commerce. respectively. Obama

denies. pung the blame on "non-

has also announced that Secretary

Both nations are

of Defense Robert Gates will

Mate act*s."

armed with nuclear capabilities.

remain part of the White House
Administration. at least for the

Stansted Demonstrations

time being.

Ens irc,nmental campmgners -Plane

Heading up his

economic team. seen by many as

A military jet crashed into a

Corps pilot of the jet ejected safely
before the crash and was taken

causing 52 flights to be cancelled

Summers as chief White House

in Monday.- The group broke into

economic advisor and his former

the premises- with bc,It cutlers at

protesd Timothy Geithner. who u·ill

3:30 a.m. and chained themselves

serve as Treasun Secretary. Whi le

to a partition they had set up on

Obama's picks have been lauded Hajj

ci,ncerned about the environmental

whether or not Obama will be able

implications of-the expansion of the

to manage the big egos that he has

Esse, airport. which was ratified

selected to serve under him.

b> the British government earlier
this >ear. Five hours - after the

of "Plane Stupid" were arrested and

Bay military prison have written a

taken off the grounds.

letterto United States Army Colonel
Steven Henley saying that they wish
to make full confessions for their

Greek anarchists have continued

responsibilityfortheterroristattacks

to clash with police in response to

on Septemberll.2001. According

the shooting of a Greek teenager

to Henley, the letter was received in

in the neighborhood of Exarchia

what was expected to be a routine

neighborhood in Athens

hearing. It is unclear whether or

Saturday. According to police
reports. two policemen were
attacked in the neighborhood which
is known for anarchist and anti-

establishment groups and one of

the policemen fired a warning shot
which ricocheted and hit the boy.
Anarchistsacross the Mediterranean

country have retaliated by staging
dozens of violent demonstrations,

attacking police stations, setting

banks on fire, and hurling petrol
bombs at riot police. Knowing that
Greek police are forbidden from
security forces from entering school
grounds, students in Thessaloniki
have sought asylum at Aristotle.

specifics of this reduction will be
"a student discussion" in which

the Senate has the final decision; in
regular allocations of student funds,
the Student Life Council (SLC)

usually has the power to alter or
affirm Senate decisions. According
to Savage. this decision does not

require the SLC's approval.
President-elect Mike Danylak

and it's something that will affect

shouldn't panic about.and shouldn't
be worried about our operations as

that they could barely hear the jet sacrifices right now."
when it was flying a few hundred

The Senate aereed that

feet above the ground, leading organizations and clubs that receive
investigators to believe that the funding from the CSB budget need
engine had been shut off.

to gne input to the determination
of line-item funding and to submit
their spring budgets as soon as

Nearly two and a half million B,ssible. After ensuring that the
worshippers traveled to Mecca Senate-at-large would receive the

this week to celebrate the annual proposed budgets by December 25,
Muslim ritual called haij. As one giving the senators enough tirne

calls all able-bodied Muslims to

9/11 Suspects to Confess
Five defendants in the Guantanamo

on

Peter Savage. the current SGA
president. emphasized that the

of the five pillars of Islam, haij to fully consider them. the Senate

demonstration began, 57 members

Riots in Greece

funds across the board for the 20()9

spring semester.

to a local military hospital. The a whole. Our student body will still
exact cause of the crash remains function as it always has, we'11 just
unknown. Local residents reported need to be willing to make some

the most important wing of the

by many as the beginning of a new

line w'ith decision of the Presidents

Staff to reduce non-compensation

two houses in the area. killing two every student in some capacity. but
adults and a child. The Marine it's something that as students we

administration, will be both Larry

era. some concerns remain over

Services Budget (CSB) b> 20%. in

Monday as it attempted to landat an cuts in perspective: "It's shocking

airstrip in. The aircraft destroyed

at Stansted Airport in England.

group's spokespeopie. the> were

meeting. senators ivere charged
u·ith cutting the annual Campus

neighborhood in San Diego on urged the student body to keep the

Stupid- staged a demonstration

the runway. - According to the

By Katarina Kieffer
At last Tuesday's SGA Senate

empowered the executive cabinet

make at least one pilgrimage to to compile the budget information
Mecca in their lifetime. Previous

from student organizations. The

pilgrimages have been hurt b cabinet will then present a proposal

overcrowding and stampedes, but for a revised CSB, reduced by 20%
Saudi officials have reported that of the annual amount of around

good preparations have ensured that $200,000, at the first Senate meeting
the record numbers can worship in of the spring semester.
safety.

Danylak outlined the cabinet's
plan, which was drawn up in the

Markets Surges

day following the senate meeting:

not guilty pleas can be accepted in Despite the news of record layoffs "The first step of the plan will be

a capital case. The defendants, led in the month of November, the for the five largest organizations
by the self-proclaimed mastennind Dow Jones index gained nearly 4960 that draw from the CSB-SGA,
behind the 9/11 attacks, Khalid on Monday on hopes that renewed CAB, the Star, Lanthom, and the
Sheikh Mohammed, face the death , ssimplus talks would revive Boulder-to meet next week to
penalty. tronomic growth. Markets in theft discuss how much they can feasibly
UK.. France. and Germany also

afford to do without in the coming

Chicago Sit-Ins -- went up, following the trend set b* semester. The second step will be
Asian markets early in the weekb to look to organizations and classes

Workers at Republic Windows and The gains were a response in part that would draw on a lesser level.
Doors remain shuttered inside their to new economic stimulus plans in. Clubs will be addressed after that."
plantas they enterthe fourth dayofa ·

India and Japan and President-eleciA The Senate's foremost concern

highly publicized sit-in protest after Obama's recently announced plan* expressed in the nearly hour-and-aRepublic was abruptly shut down

on Friday when Bank of America

to invest in massive infrastructur@ half discussion on the budget were

Projects to create government jobs 1 that all organizations that might

canceled its line of credit. The i for millions of Americans. i WNi be affected be clearly informed
Laid-off workers are taking *fts to.

-„., -lt<_ -,54„ :*6..·ri' CSB continued on page 5
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it Ithe position of presidentl.
President-elect Dan>'lak was

for the vacated pre'sidential position.
Danylak is the fourth person to hold

shocked

the office of SGA president in two

in October about the possible

3 ears. Last year, Katherine Hamilton

resignation.

resigned in early September.
College senator Adele Cameron
was sur·prised at the news of

openness would have been better"
in regards to timeliness of the

heard

when he first

Although -more

Savage's resignation: "I thought-

announcements, Dmylak respects
"the time for the long process to take

another president stepping

place."

down again?

I worry that the

president's office has become

"I want to respect the decisions
he makes and how he handles it

he is the president

something to be

run for selfishly;
candidates need to
think ahead."

Savage

acknowledged how
his experiences over
the

sumnier

and

this semester have

helped him realize

that - there is no wa>

DECEMBER 12,2008

"lt's difficult to

until he resigns."
Danylak said.

fault people for

Danylak also
feels confident in

following God's

the SGAs ability to
adj ust to the switch

call, even though

of president and

that call is hard

through the > ear.

for all of us to

1 could completelv
be in touch with the

halfway

speaker

There are a good
number or leaders

discern.

in SGA this year

und "the> can wke

student opinion. 1
have to search for what would best

over their own aspect of leadership"

serve the needs of students and the

and

college. longer than my time here.
especially with the budget crisis.

tow·ard becomint "the voice of the

Faced with balancing the needs

of the student body with his own
spiritual and pedonal needs. Savage
took encouragement in the way that

continue

SG.A's

prc,gress

students,- said Dan>lak.
Speaker-elect Ledebur said he
was -surprised. but after hearing his

reasoning. I felt that he could not help
but make an> other decision. lt's

the SGA cabinet and senate haie

difficult to fault people for following

both operated with a "greater activity

God's call. even though that call is

iind degree of support" toward the

hard for all of us to dicern.

colletze this seniester.

Many conhtitucnts are glad fur

that hi, resignation ·will in no wa> comins: to...with their legitimate
-impinge upen this positionloffGA concerns." accordinij k, Dan>lak.
presidentl becaLIe it is e\tremel> 5(14 has increac.1 cainpu-nide
:,11.til. .:nJ .ludent. recene the

1111IXrtan[. "

Dan>lak. Leclebur. und C'.uneron .nitic.igenda h> email cuen \, eck.

1 hear praise from students and

administration every day in regard

ED mid respect his efforts to follon

w the work ot' the senate and its

the pronipts of God but wish that the

cominitment to both working

decision could have been made and

together and disagreeing wisel>

announced sooner.

.ill feel positicin the SGA's abilit> Ledebur hopest„ update the wchite

.i graduating #enic,r. Calnercin hope. ( allierijn cilipil.,011.cd m.it ·,1 e

ci,ntributing k,ward a unified

Ledebur commented ihal "the

vision." said S.ijace. 1 would

people n ho were around fur K.tie;
V.·Cre
resic nation
disappointed

not be going Itc) Africal under any

Ph/„ Inim 0 c n.itc „ ch,1 w

President-elect Mike D.inylak and former president Peter Savage at Senate.

circumstances if 1 didn't feel like

that the SGA leadership would tx

Mike would do an amazing job with

disrupted again.

Savage hopes

that SGA niember uill continue ti, hill,uid -'.end ]Su,:11:e] 4,11' uith ,wr
take seriousl> 7he re>,ponsibilith of pm-,crh" .ind lilt zip the ne\& unicen
.5 the> tr.triitic)11 Inti, nen leader.hip

representation.-

SGAuillcontinue tobecomeahody roles. ,
to which students "feel comfortable

fGlobal Conflict Day" Focuses on Multi-Level Conflicts
switch to the next conflict." Rather

5. "We're not immune to these

than focusing on a single issue,
Global Conflict Week has attempted

problems."

student-led movement, Nehemiah's

to create awareness of conflict,

conflict affects Houghton as much

Restoration, in coordination with the

and Global Christian Fellowship,

including how conflict affects and is
affected by other major issues such
as AIDS, poverty, and justice. "All

as it does anywhere else. Derksen
echoing this sentiment. said that "we
need to be looking at ourselves and

directed Global Conftict Week, a

these issues are interconnected."

examining our own hearts... contlict

series of events for the purpose

said Derksen.

begins in the hearts of individuals"

of addressing the issues of global
justice and conflict, both on an

Although referred to

international and interpersonal level.

Week,

By Gordon Brown
From December 1 toDecember-5,the

Student Government Association

as "Global" Conflict
Derksen

Suzanne Derksen, a leader of

emphasized that the

Nehemiah's Restoration, a student

focus of the week was

social justice movement, said that
even though December 1' was

not solely on conflict
on an

World AIDS Day, Nehemiah's

level but also on an

Restoration had changed its theme
from the AIDS pandemic, the topic
of previous years, to the issue of
conflict. Despite this change, it has

interpersonal

been maintained that the intention

hasn't been to shift focus away from
AIDS, but rather to take a more

holistic approach to the issue.
Professor Lisa Arensen, a speaker
at the GCF event on December 3rd

claimed that"As Christians, we pray
for conflicts, but when it's over, we

international

Professor

Ndunge

Kiiti said. According to Kiiti, that

begins in the
hearts of
individuals."

level.

on

an

Individual. communal.

und global level. While many
students have voiced appreciation
for Houghton's raising of the topic
of conflict. however many have

also expressed disappointment
that no solutions to the confticts

of Global

discussed were put forward by the
speakers. One student stated that

Conflict Week are

'The Global Justice Panel talked

mixed, as the impact

about a lot of issues, for a while it

Feelings about the

" conflict

amone the student bod> on the
subject of conflict and resolution

success

of the events is, as

was a little bit bland..." Another

of yet, impossible

student made a more disparaging

to gauge. However,

remark by claiming "I thought that

members

the information, that the awareness

of Nehemiah's

they brought to the topics was good.
but intellectually it seemed to be a

the

The week began by looking at
issues on a large scale, such as

Restoration, as well as the faculty

Professor Arensen's lecture, "Peace

Professor Kiiti noted that while the

awareness but lacked solutions." In

after Conflict," on the country of
Cambodia or the showing of the
film, As We Forgive, on the subject
of genocide.As the week progressed,

week's success has been "hard to

the events became more centered on

Professor Kiiti went on to mention

all, while it would appear that those
directing Global Conflict Week met
their objective of creating a dialogue
among the students. the students
themselves had hoped for focus

conflict between individuals, such

that she was confident that an

on conflict resolution, as well as

as the prayer and reconciliation
service held last Friday, December

"ongoing dialogue" had been
launched, creating conversations

conflict. #

that participated, remain optimistic.

assess," even if only a handful of
students benefited, the week could

be counted as an accomplishment.

superficial covering. They brought

NEws
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Praxis: 66Evolution" of CLEW to Take Place In the Spring
By Mich Warf

he had had with President Shirley

think tank commented that "While

helping the community to reflect on

Mullen regarding the possibility

CLEW was primarily shaped by

this theme. "I'm helping to organize

This spring. a new event is
being introduced to the Houghton

of increasing conversation about

a particular speaker who would

Monday night's hospitality-themed

practical theology on Houghton

guide discussion during the week,

coffeehouse." she stated, "which

Gilege calendar that focuses
oil community and spirituality

campus, and by what means this

Praxis expresses a more diverse

will bring students and faculty

could happen most effectively.
Practical theology, according to

approach to theological reflection."

together in an atmosphere of live

The programs are similar in their

music, literature reading, artwork

professor 6f philosophy Benjamin

Lipscomb. is reflection on what

specifically-themed

approach.

and food/drink as part of Praxis'

Lipscomb, the week long program.

Christian

i n fresh ways. Spearheaded by

kickoff."

involves

but Praxis differs "by providing

known as Praxis. will consist of

in everyday life. and Junior

opportunity for action called forth

A final event which is still in the

various speakers. gatherings. and

Benjamin Stanford. a member of

by careful dialogue and attention

planning stages, but is very much

activities that are meant to bring

faithfulness

the planning committee. added that

to the complexities of our life

anticipated, is one that will bring

the entire campus together in a

it is reflection "with an emphasis on

together."

children and families to campus

time of refiection on our communal

turning that reflection into action."

One of the goals of Praxis is to

in conjunction with Houghton's

Christian walk.

"What difference does it make."

spiritually enrich and theologically
focus the public intellectual life of

and Journey's End programs.

Praxis is the result of several

Lipscomb rhetorically questioned,

Allegany County Outreach (ACO)

"to be a disciple

the college, and

Parsons hopes that "by welcoming

Lipscomb and other faculty. and

of Christ in any

the

elements

these individuals to Houghton,

a small group of students who are

and every area

of the

week

spending time with them in the

give

every

gym, at the pool, outdoors, and over

months of discussion between

passionate about making this event
happen.

of our lives?"

an institutional

impression of

lunch, we will have the opportunity

call to spiritual re-

embodying this

to go beyond both conversing

Stanford

about hospitality and extending

vival, Praxis is "a

is "wicked

hospitality within our community

Praxis has been

The word -Praxis" gives us our

descri bed

as

term "practice". and

an "evolution"

literal]> means to practically apply

of Houghtonk

or exercise a theory. art. skill. or

traditional

science. Senior.Shannon Tilley. who

Life

has been involsed with Praxis from

Emphasis

inodern

While CLEW is

revival of vision."

goal.
excited

about

Praxis" for just

to joyfully being hospitable to
strangers in our midst."
This event will be an exciting

this reason. "We
worked

really

step for the college. and, according

the beginning. stated that -when

Week (Cl_EW).

the current Pra\is committee began
reflecting on what· to call the new
piritual life emphasis week. man,

and will be taking place instead

hard to line up events that aren't

to Stanford, "one that will be well-

of CLEW next semester. and.

received by the campus." Nunziato

if successful. in man> spring

just people listening passively to
a lecture - although there will be

1.ips c l,In b

lectures here and there throughout

potential for Praxis, saying that

emphasized that Pra,is is to be seen

the week - but events that have

1 believe that this event is a

different options were considered
as we tried to find the word to

semesters to come.

is also very optimistic about the

best encompass whai u e hope this

not .15 a replacement for but instead

people actually doing things. such

significant new occasion in the

neu initiative will provide for our

as a "development of" CLEW.

as communion every night of the

spiritual li fe of our college, because

campus. We seltled upon Praxis.

uhich has been. and will continue

u·eek. a communal meal between

it calls attention to basic elements

as it e\emplifies not only retlection

to be -an important landmark in the

dorm dwellers and FaTs, and

of our life and practice together. 1

uponour own spiritual lives. but the

Houghton calendar".

opportunities for service projects."

look fonvard to the dialogue that

furthering of our faith into practical

However while CLEW is an

institutional call to spiritual revival.

year's theme for Praxis

will attend this week, amidst varied

is hospitality. and Junior Jillian

expressions of hospitality and
considerable diversity of opinion."

This

Prixis is what Lipscomb dubbed

Parsons, another contributor to

about.

-a revival of vision." Junior Josiah

the Praxis discussion, sees great

1.ipscomb related a conversation

Nunziato. a pan ot the Praxis

potential in the week's events for

When asked how the idea,
behind

Praxis

came
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impairments." In addition to noting a very close look at whether or nci[
the possible positive reactions. Vice she would want to attend Houghton
President Hynes also mentioned sa>ing. "l'm prett> sure I wouidn't
that, "other alumni and friends may have come to Houghton ifi knew
be concerned with the common
S'-4>

lounge housing option given that it

there was a mixed dorm."

Darious Crawford is a sophomore

is a shift in strategy from the ways and a current Lambein resident. She

in which w'e have handled housing says that one of the problems with
for first and second year students in the potential decision is that some
students wont care one w'ily or the

the past."

As a member of the Student Life other. but -a parent or prospective
Council, Student Body president student might have an issue

Peter Savage has played an active with coming to a college where
role in the discussion of handicap something like it is allowed.- When
accessibility. He stated. 1 think asked whether a decision to ha, e a
handicap

accessibilit¥ is an common lounge dorm would have

important issue to the college and affected her decision to Houghton.
is one that needs to be addressed. Crawford responded. "not at all."
The college needs to come up

Even male students were not en-

with an adequate plan and in that tirely convinced the decision would

plan involve currents students and have a positive effect on the college.
rhe chi·alrous tradition of walkins

administrators."

Former Lambein residents reacted

women back to their dorms would

as well. Junior Jennifer Steinhoff become greatly diminished. Cl,nsidering that men would

lived in Lambein

her first two years

• Lambein continued from page 1
college policy. Male and female
Houghton student sleep within the

same building in the College Hats
and also on many of Houghton's
off-campus programs, such as Star

divided vertically or horizontally.
While important, a decision on how
to divide the dorm properly is not
nearly as important as the question

at Houghton.
"Basically i'm on

of ifthe dorm will be divided at all.

classmen 1

According to Joshua Nolen,student

66

the fence about this

1' m pretty

sure I wouldn't

CFA or the ic> path

have come to

have to cross 21 coin-

issue. As an upper

be okay if 1 lived in Houghton if 1 the greatest
hazard
would be an overexLambein and it was

member of the Student Life Council.

The situation would be similar in

both the vertical and horizontal

common lounge. but

Lambein with all male and female

divide plans would still cost the
College a substantial amount. Both
plans would necessitate installation
of handicap accessible restroom

would have affected a mixed dorm."

No decision has been made

yet whether the dorm would
be divided on a floor-by-floor

basis (horizontally) or vertically.
Dividing the dorm vertically with

the left half for one gender and the
right for the other would require the
building of dividing doors on all
but the fourth floor. Additionally,
RA distribution

would

differ

depending on whether the dorm is
• CSB continuedfrom page 2
of the mandated budget cut and
allowed to have input; senators also
expressed the need to give clubs
and organizations enough time to
organize and evaluate their budgets
for next year.

facilities, as well as automatic doors

and other hardware necessary for
ADA approval. Vice-President for
Student Life Sharra Hynes noted
that budget considerations, and not

just student input. will play a role in
the decision.

Hynes additionally stated that,"that
some alumni and friends will be very
excited about the possible chahge
to Lambein given that it is motivated
by a sincere desire to make our
campus more accommodating and
welcoming to those with mobility
• Budget continued from page 1
the possible impact on spring
enrollment numbers in the college

Danylak also stressed that, while

due to the economic downturn.

this will certainly be difficult, it is

Mullen emphasized the importance
of being "proactive" in regards to

important to remember that "this is
campus-wide: it's going tobe tough,

this unknown factor, noting that

but we'll have to find a way."
As far as the permanence of these

most other colleges
are facing the same

cuts,Danylak's understanding is that
the 20% reduction will simply be in
effect for the 2009 spring semester:
however, he brought up the current
discussion of perhaps cutting the
CSB up to 50% for the 2009-2010
budget. While he emphasized that
"nothing is certain at this time,"

uncertainty.

he said that "future cuts Ito student

Mullen's proposed
plan for dealing
with the unexpected

deficit is to approach
donors to help with
the "endowment

issue," as well as

funds] will be fought against in the

the
investigate
possibility. already

coming semester."

approved by the

"It is certainly my hope," the
president-elect stressed. "that from

plays of affection."
says senior Timothy
Chen.

me as a fi rst-year

student," Steinhoff said. "One fear I

As mentioned earlier. no decision

have is that the option of common has been made yet, and will not likelounges may be chosen by the very ly be made until January. Because
people who need the boundaries the decision is obviously an importhat are provided by single gender tant and difficult issue. it is not being
taken lightly. Vice-President Hynes

residences."

Other former residents were emphasized that, "The decision will
more pointed in their opinion of the be impacted by student feedback,
proposed plan. Senior Rachel Sherer budget availability for the capital
is a former Lambein RA and the project of making the hal! accessible
current Assistant Resident Director and input from groups on campus
of Gillette Hall She believes that such as the Student Life Council

had Houghton made a decision like who has been studying this issue

this prior to her application to the over the course of the semester.'*

school, she would have had to take

that "great discretion" would be
exercised in filling any unfilled
positions. In addition, savings
from the lack of post-season

athletic competition and potential

needed to make our Houghton
economy stable" in the long run.

This might include planning for
regular facilities maintenance,
library resources. faculty and

modifications to Mayterm programs
will help meet the reduced number.

staff development. strengthening

In addition to

"benchmarked salaries" for facult>

the endowment. and developing
and staff.

might be fac-

economic downturn,
also

Mullen again stressed that these
tw'o processes would have occurred
at this point regardless of any

ing a loss of up

addressed two other

external economic factors. "We

budget

are not in as difficult a situation as

to 1.5 million
in available

spending."

board, of drawing down principle

as an Academic Policy Council

endowment.

Crisis."

who is to say how it

the
confronting
impact of the current

to make up for some of the amount
that would normally come from the

won't be overlooked in this time of

knew there was posure to public dis-

"The school

both my time in SGA and my time
representative that the needs and
responsibilities to the students

by Roth. but merely
mon lounge in which

would

Lake and the London programs.

sleeping quarters segregated and
separated by walls and doors.

not have Ic, brave the
u ind tunnel in the

Savings from unfilled positions
will also count toward resolving the
deficit. while there is not a 'hiring
freeze" in effect. Mullen did say

Mullen

processes

that are part of what

many colleges." she said. adding

she sees asa -distinct

that while this is a not time to be

budget program. The
first is the ongoing

overlb optimistic. or -Pollyanna."
the work of "lons-term financial
sustainability is a hopeful process.-

but

inter-related'

budget

She also stressed the commitment

discussions that will meet the 53.5

of the current administration to

million dollar deficit. which was

-preserving a student bod> of high
academic qualit>" und remainins

2009-10

discussed in the last issue of the

Star. and the vision of a budget for
-long-term financial sustainabilit>
The latter emphasizes '-not juht

getting a budget fur next >ear." but
also"huilding u Houghton ecom,my

"faithful to the core mission as an
undereraduate Christian liberal art

college... ;
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Highlander Men's Basketball
Team Comes Back to Action
The nien's basketball team tms

13\ Nick Fredette

uir en.jins pla>ing together, and
b u inter begins, a nen· season

lonks forward to an erciting season.

tor c<,ach Br.id /.irges and the
I kitighton Nlen'* Basketball twin

Junior guard Dan Tomlinson said,
-11'4 .1 10) to he on this team! We

kicks off The I lighlanders started

arc· reall> icx,king l'on,ard to what

Ilic r.,9,11 u ith a 1 - 1 record before
hoging the Turke> ])riic (lasve.

tlic bear has for ui." The team has
norked ti) create a scnk of unit>,

*111 annual tourn,Inlent to ndisc

M,niething thut may have been

monc) for nci'dj families m the

more challenging nith the addition

c<,minumt> on th.inksgiving The\
·,licm ed .1 sin,tig pcift,rmance in

01 sir ireshnien plabers. 'I-hree of

thi tournament. but linished m

high chlx,1, Schenectad) Christian

*ccond place after a kiligh 10%,1 to

in Xen York

]:1„(;randi 1-nimir>,it\. 81-59

Pczar Scratinio; ski, and Bnan

.lake Bowman.

Bishop all decided to sign u ith the

High!.inders has e plan cd three

I lighlanders, although 13(„,man

n hich

will not see time on the iloor. as he

14) Urnament „

(,lic.

n inning

2:1111:%.

Bli

m:

PU
no

Pho¢o fran Artist': wibsia

these pla>crs come i-rom the same

the

Amcc the

no

Ortlip Gallery Features World-

able to be present, Gary Baxter,

is redshirted due ki injun. The other
three are .laanai licklcird. Kenan

The heavy stones·are ceramic another member of the art facult>',

1.tale, and Ryan Andn sliak. 1 hi

sculptures hang from the walls of introduced the artist. Baxter told

I.cd In lunicir

group of freshmen has proven vcr>

the Ortlip Gallery with gravity- about how he had indirectly

1 annick .\ 11/zilum. the I hghlander>,

cflicient Kenan 1 {tale has st,Med

defying splendor. The precise and come in contact with the artist in

m all *,en gainex thi4 >ear. and is

carefull> designed forms intrigue undergraduate school many years

ucton mer the Kittleat-MA. 68-

.econd on the team n ith 111 IN,Inb

the e> e and the complex textures ago,when he used a glaze that bore

m.11(11 11.11 10 1 1-(1111 1 1.1 fliliton. c )ntario.

the fingers ti) touch them. Frida>

and ha# cnic,bed .1 prohitc career n

n ening. Ken \ avrek spoke at the carefull>

1114 lirst >car uith the Ilighlander

opening reception of this nen and thoroughly answerin2 all of the

invite closer eiploration, tempting \airek's name.

50 \11/illitili Illatched im earlier

1111. um n .15 imi,4,1.int in tlial 11

b rc

However, because Sokso was not

13> Megan Little

64 ganic agamst Sl NY c ':inton

perform:mci Ii/111 a ganic hie11 35

thi

Renowned Artist Ken Vavrek

brings their record 10 3-4. Their

the 1 lighlanders

sai

In his talk, ravrek spoke
and

thoughtfully,

questions that the students and

Jic,ncd the Ic,1111'0 .11)ilin to n m

crcitiny show of his ceramics.

1,11 4,1 1114 )111(11111111 Ii,r the lic\1 le,i

cntiterence record

Ken Vavrek was a prolessi,1 facult) posed. He talked about how
01 jillian Sokso. one of the art both his style and his methols had

01111(-'/

· Sport c,mtinued cm page N

proic$sors here at lioughton. · Galleo continued on page *

Adore'11 Lts: 2nd Annual Christmas Prism in Review
bignaillic cient li) hike placc around

M [ .1 111, 1 l lc 11[*

1:.beniver Scrooyc m the ( 'lirixtmas
rpirit

.t i:Cll.li•.mil Uk·!lk'.1

1111141C lic]1.11-miCIll

illil,1.1|

ilic Ilill·« 1.icult\ mid Vaff to come

In c\pericticing

the

.1,11111]lic/1
\1.Ii]112.11 1 )111[c!. .4. IL,ll·2111,71 . .1111 Icellit!!12 inuvul cCllt. |'Illl.
thi·

President MuMen

]'11.111 , 4 ,!111,1 11.*

lilli Ii' C<,//il '

14Cil

Ill.:1

I|ICIL

i hoped to reestablish

\ l'i L

a st Unature event to

take place around

:111Tcin

1, .th all underillti-elli thrl,ughout ilic

concept ,)£ 1 1/V/1
\41. A'/'11
C )11 1 )CL .9.

thi Iers:s „cri silly one .11.1 time

Ill,11§|11(,n

througlic,ill the program, .,Initiv

I 011 C y C

actinte .lf .1 transition between the

lill

coin m it nit)

the

oppi,rilmitb to
1'111111:11111„M,1. le die \Icil-. und

c '|lr!.1111,1.

mas. rhus. Prism

1,1.k .1

Iiic,I,Cl

then to "Sing .\11 Ye ( ill/.cils ,"

(,1 1'11„m. \\Ilich

was born.

luih C\cellenth

presented during

"Let l. Ado[c. T .\11 part,4 arc

\\ tkil Pro'.ill<'111 \Iullcll \\.1. L]1.1].'l, 1),11 tik 11111 per|orili,mce

taken from i erse.4 of "0 Come .ill

.MICill I#.111

1<my. Wk· hopcd 1,1 recxt.ihl 141 a pei [ormance thal 11 011[d pm cum

SCC

· Prism continued (m page 7
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Book Recommendation and®eview: 66Native Son"
Here at the STAR, we care about you. Since time is running short to find

sub categories turn far too many homets the minute I start to discuss

the perfect Christmas gift, we want to help you out We invited Professor

important works of literature into the details of the plot. So this I will

Ted Murphy to recommend a book he believes is not only significant, but

the venue Professional Studies.

relevant for our time--despite the fact it was written in 1940.

Even now as some of m> friends

By Ted "Murph" Murphy

vote, and some-like this man-

said it openly and "on record."

not do.

Lct me Just say that the book

are reading this, their minds are deals with a murder. lt (/plores the
considering how 1 dare talk about interior workings of Bigger's mind
a book like this without the proper when he is caught in circumstances

7'm no racist. but there is just
no way I would ever vote for a
Black for President" ...says the

Hearing this, I immediately thought
of Richard Wright's famous novel

credentials. Come on. admit it... beyond his control. The book

"Native Son" (and Ralph Ellison's

experts have a great deal to offer.

man being interviewed on National

"Invisible Man," Toni Morrison's

Public Radio. He says this with

"Beloved," etc.) Wright's 1940

as

no sense of irony in his voice. He

novel deals with the explicit
and implicit nature of racism in

ston'.

American society at mid century

of the nial(,r

(hence the ironic title, which has

characters m fur his ideas (see

said what thousands of people said
this past November: under their

breath, in line while preparing to

through the story; the pace and
But I saj read this book first intensity reminds me of one of m >
a

favorite

great
Bigger

Thomas is one

Wright's 1940 novel author U right was
deals with the ex- ver> indebted to

literature He pliCit and implicit

more > ou get into the novel).

represents

something

nature of racism in

Black 130>, 1945)
I happened to
first read "Native

a mistake. The novel is first and

that
is always American society at
present in took place.

foremost a profound story: a story

every culture.

of tragic proportions, of innate

I Ie is both an

only as a book "about racism" is

flaws, of- societal complicitj and a
psychological study of a particular
type of person our culture is still
trying to understand. It is a great
novel beforeit is a -black- novel

writers,

Dostoe¥sk>. an

layers of irony and meaning the
But to read -Native Son"

Son- while 911

mid century.

Then

President

13ush

said on air. '7

individual and

a product of- his time- the place he

THEY

Iii tie

grows up and the eiperiences that so much. Whv do ther want to
he carnes into the crisis he ts, at

destn,y ollr B.ar (f life.'" 1 Ie said
first, trapped b>,and later for n hich this %incerel> (or al least to me it

or a work to be read in a -Black

he is completelv responsible. Ii- sounded sincere). \% I read U right

Studies" class or read during the

A ou need a break down of- the plot 1 \#as struck b> hon he n .is offering

montb oil·ebruary. It is unfortunate

1 suggest you Cloogic the book. I answers tt, this vcr> questic,n. 1

that some genres of literature tend

will not gointo that here because wonderedit'Air Bushliadeverread

to ghettoize certain authors-

sonic people do not like spoilers. this nian's work.
They run flapping their hands ovcr
No. the book does not ,peak to

whether they are Jewish, black, or
w'omen u riters and artists-these

Pri,in wintinuid from page 6

it crossed jour mind. 7'hat's OK, has a momentum that drives > ou

their ears like people ileeing from ·Review continued on page H

uir Ili|klulah'
\m iudiliki minibit Licilild

011 Ill thlic kliwx n ho cami 10

4LL thi ( hri,t child 1 hur mthim
n A inteurdlid

hidutilkilli ind impre,slit-li nith
"C) Comi \11 h 1 lithlul

It ".1%

as 11 thi ludiince lollouid thim

throu„hout their lournq
could ix 1,11*-lut a3 ktter than
anothir 1 rom thi beat 01 the
drum in \(xl

to thi racl of the

Boods, inds in I antas, On d Bill
C drol

and n ith Grlkhen Hull

11.1, i bicii me,truck In thi ibilltics

01 thi p litkipdilts ,ind th, cirtdmt;
th it this A n hal thi ihildriti 01 (,od
n 111 ci,und h ki .ts thi i tirround I h f
throlle m P ir idp,i

\h hopitsthatthi LOmbin ition
01 thok irtitil lactor briti<,5 [till

dudicnii ] to d IX)int 01 Lilibr ition
and n orihip wid Johnon
[Prism]

inipren c

1 m .11#, 4 6 impre,scd th.it thL
pro|LUOr% Cipicid|1 Dr kin. Cdn

put tocether and pull oil wmithin.

piano solos 01 oun into thi entin

thi% bio kwuje 11 3 wi in, olu.d

plrformana it K 8 d bredthtabng

sald senior kristen L.d\Eck, n ho

performance. It culminated with

the call of the trumpets to the choir

played the violin in Philharmonia

leeling rejuvenated by it.-

Hull, who had several solos on the

and sang in the College Choir. "I

in the Hallelujah chorus, s,·hich

sounded like angels praising the

"An> musician wants the
audience to be touched by the music

piano and trumpet, and is a piano

hope that the audience perceived

[Prism] as a worshipful and uplifting

Lord as they repeated the triumph

in some way. I hope thatthey had the

major with a trunipet minor. -The
most valuable part of Prism is the

experience. I hope that they could

that, "He shall reien forever and

opportunity to worship (iod through

immerse themselves in it and leave

audience's participation."

this," said sophomore Gretchen

Phot(s bi Ian (i:allow·25
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· Review continued from page 7

· Gallery cont.from 6

explicitly, at least). What it speaks check" will stop trying to change

to is the core ofthe disenfranchised. Obama to Berna). Why he or
giving voice to those who are anyone would want to be President

1995. his art consisted
<11- varitius abvractions

the victims of a cultural world is beyond me. 1 don't even want to

4- the houthue%1 desert

view which limits some for the be department head. But he is to be
advancement of others. It addresses our next President. So. il might be
how it feels to be a person limited a good time for many, as we enter

(picturn f'rom 118 + part
of hi career. uhich
he calb hA 'Desert

And beset by a "system" designed to this historic moment. to read (read

Period.' can be found

It is interesting that it is not the work that is still capable of holding
overt bigots that set in motion the ALL of your attention, without the

kemavrek.com). In

1995. he left this subject

situation that is the heart of the pressure of classes.

matter behind to create

It is the soft-headed-well- The real goal of the general
meaning-liberals who fail to education is to create readers.
comprehend how their curiosity Houghton does this well. It might

paller>·. which ellore
unique

of urban black culture. the world

prnce.s begin>, when

crime. They say

paint.M in acr>lic. He , 44

> ou eat" ...oh the

related to music. Both art forms

dangers

work in pure. abstract terms. not

careful. Be

beaut> through tensions in sounds

his original mock-up! The slabs of
clay froni which he constructs the
massive geometric shapes are only

beauty throug

0 inch thick and have a hidden

the show: Sextet and Quintet.

came two of' the titles for pieces in
At several points during ·

careful.

At one point

a universal mes-

to a plane flying

overhead and says

literature.

t

out to Friday's opening reception, t

fire their work multiple times in the
kiln to achieve different effects and

during its open hours, from 9:00-

once. He said that he decided to do
all the colors he needed at the one

peer at Descalade from all angles

high temperature. except for canary
yellow, which he sadly misses.
Since moving away from art
with specific subject matter, Vavrek

and allow Gala to excite you.

feels his work has become more

have the honor of displaying it

to certain

radio

a

I can still hear

e

certain

n

took a plane up I'd take a couple of And pretty frightening, really; they
bombs along and drop'em as sure as have a tinge of judgment, of threat.
hell." A chill ran through me when I Voices that sound like ones I have

never listen... not until these towers

heard before.

Not everyone who is critical of
our new President is a racist- that is

d

0
S

h
tl

come tumbling down." Well now. sheer nonsense. If you think that is

n

Son" what I am saying, you are mistaken.

a

Ultimately

"Native

transcends the specific nature of Obama is not beyond criticism and
race in American culture and speaks the party he represents is in deepa universal message-like all great very deep-with all the problems
Ireland when they read Ulysses? It

It is that other voice... the one I

t(

0

S,

A

helps to know-it enlarges many of heard as a boy growing up outside

excellent w
i

Houghton College

the
Surfing
net or listening

literature. Who today worries about we face today. But it is not a
the politics of early 20th century reasoned voice that I hear.

this when he realized that he had

e

I1

this. Later Bigger says "They will

group of people.

e
a

attention.)

voices...

read this. Here Mr. Bush... listen to

be thankful for

f

Pay

in not wanting us to fly...'cause if I opinions... that sound frightened.

on Houghton's art community.

Vavrek's

very culture and speaks

Maybe they right

after his talk.

r

1

reader."

Important that. In
this I partly found

Bigger looks up sage--like all great stations
or TV
commentaries,

and form. Out of this similarity

his pieces so visually interesting.

than a

race in American my mate.

of the other." Be

Rather. music creates

and harmonies and Vavrek creates

colors. Vavrek only fires his pieces

specific nature of

inherent

in such "tourism

direcll> commenting on any specific
subject.

me. today. there
is nothing sexier

transcends the

u here

"Take us

wonder why it looked worse than

Unlike most ceramicists. who

"Native Son"

situation of the

fuum models which he

C

Franzen says "For

lead to the horrible

dimensions' with

fantastic surface textures that make

also create scholars...but what we

Bigger lives in. can (and will ) really want is readers. Jonathan

he .plays iii three

inner structure that keeps the cia>
from sagging. He mixes cia> into
his blaze so that it becomes a thick.
putty-like substance. u·hich he then
applies with a pallet knife. This
technique allows him to create the

(Caution, Editorial Comment:

tragic crime Bigger commits.

work4 like thoe in the

follow these mock-up*
religiousl) r\hen tinall> s#orking in
cia>. When he left more room for
e.perimentation. he said. he would
arrive at the final product and

outside of class- for yourself) a

work for a privileged few.

im his uebsite al u uu.

explained that he must .1,,.b-*

1 -voted for Barack Obama

Islam or political ideologies (not (perhaps the next version of "spell

the
mer
dej eloped
bears. From 1975 ici

Vavrek's

DECEMBER 12,2008

the ideas-it's good to know, but of Cleveland. The voice that is

one can be pretty unaware and still pretending to be "just stating facts"

find the more vast human condition or "common sense," the voice

at the center of the book (but this that kept saying "they don't value
is starting to sound academic and 1 life they way we do." Today these
can hear Professors begin to shuffle voices sound strangely like voices
their papers, so let's get out of from another era...say, oh...19409
here...)

· Sports continued from page 6
The Highlanders seek to

accomplish this goal as a team.
and will need continued good

performances from many players.
Defensively.

senior Bruce

Mourhess is considered to be the

team's defensive specialist. A
captain. Mourhess is usually tasked
with defending the most prolific

blocks. Anzuluni has 24.9 points
per game, 17 steals and blocks,
and 11.6 rebounds per game. In
the second week of the season,
he was named American Mideast

Conference player of the week,
shooting 50% from the field and
averaging over 28 points per game
for that period.

The Highlanders will travel to

scorer on the opposing team,

Rochester this weekend for the RIT

but also takes charge as a leader.
Another team leader is captain
fewer minutes on the court. Evans

Tournament. where they hope to
continue their strong performance
on the road. Coach Zarges continues
to emphasize hard work in practice

is still very productive on the floor.

in order to fully prepare the team

he has 11 assists in the Highlanders'
seven games. On the offensive side
of the ball. the Highlanders look to

1-or this upcoming tournament. "We

Billy Evans. Though working with

Yannick Anzuluni. He leads the

team in points. rebounds, steals and

know what we need to do to win;

now it's just a matter of getting it
done in a game." Dan Tomlinson

said. Good luck. Highianders! ;
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to the Editor
Dear Editors,

1 was disappointed to read Joshua

DECEMBER 12,2008

to polygamy will be moot. Shall
we legalize concubinage and give

small carrel.

I have not done an extensive

criticism has already been made b)

men a hal f deduction on taxes for a

many that the implementation of

housing allowance for mistresses?

study on the temperature of the
library, but I did just take a good 3
minutes from my studying to locate

access in these societies. via some

Why not allow incest? Where will

a thermostat (the only one I could

of the organizations the UN would

this nonsense stop?

find on the first floor-although,

commission.The goalsdonot. to my

half-wife? What about mileage and

how any of it is used. In fact. the

the MDGs would increase abortion

Nolan's article and find that the

If you think this cannot happen,

I did only look for 3 minutes)

knowledge, prohibit this. The UN

author fails to adequately represent
his opposition, offering up red

look around. Many polygamists

and saw that it's at a nice cool 77

already gives human rights awards

are eager to seize this opportunity.

degrees and heat is still pouring out

to pro-abortion organizations. This

herrings and guilt by association.

Already several media empires

of the heater next to me.

is the worldview of the governing

So in the interest of balance, let

have begun to explore polygamy

Can someone please cool the

body we are asking to affect the

me give just a few points on the

in America with fiction such as

library down? We don't need it that

minds, societies, and economies of

other side. First, the claim that

HBO's "Big Love."

Finally,

hot, the books don't need it that hot,

the third world?

banning gay marriage is "a policy

the gay lobby desires through

of discrimination based on religious

and it would probably save some
money (especially since I wouldn't

that this is the third world's onl>

be heating the outdoors with the

hope. The church. working with

morality" is historically inaccurate.

these legal measures to gain not
equality but dominance; to use the

There is no constitutional protection

power of the state to suppress all

for gay marriage because no one in

opponents.

NGOs to find solutions to poverty

open window).

Countries that have

I firmly disagree with Mr. Swarts

and brokenness, must independently

-Tirzah Cook, class of 2009

three millenia of Western culture

legalized gay marriage have also

ever dreamed of calling such

proceeded to take legal action

a thing a "marriage," whether

against anyone who criticizes it.

I want to thank Mr. Swarts of the

body, or international socialism, to

Roman, Jewish, Christian, Celtic,

Not only state employees but even

Micah Challenge for taking the time

mediate between us and the third

Nordic, or other.

world.

work as the hands and feet of Christ.

We don't need a distant governing

Dear Editors,

Consider that

pastors have faced fines orjail time

to reply to my concerns regarding

even those ancient Greeks who

in Sweden and Canada for the so-

the

glorified homosexual relationships

called "hate crime" of condemning

Goals (MDGs). I wish to respond

never gave them legal standing as
"marriage." Clearly they were not

homosexuality. Already in this

to a couple of his points.

country those who criticize the

held back by bias of religion or

gay lifestyle will lose their jobs in

Millennium

Mr.

Swarts

Development

-Spencer Johnsons. class of 2012

The HouGHToN STAR

mentions

that

independent organizations will be

is dedicated to the free

personal habit. And i f traditionatists

schools, universities, government

implementingthe MDGs. Thisdoes

exchange of ideas, and

are rejected because of association

offices, and elsewhere. This is no

not. however, change the fact that

with religious beliefs. we should

joke. I refuse to surrender the good

the UN is still the plan's orchestrator

encourages community

equally reject gay marriage because

of this country to a new despotism

and would gain immense amounts

members to partici-

its advocates claim the "love your

that has no justification but lust.

of power. The UN has written the

pate in the discussion.

neighbor" idea (again, religious).
Second, there is no "right" to

-Terence Paige. Professor of
New Testament

demand that the sexual activities

of your choice be endorsed and

Dear Editors,

subsidized by, the state. Yet the

Why is the library so hot? I hate

homosexual lobby wishes to wield

it. rm sitting in the library trying

MDG policies and will select the
organizations that will implement

Ideas expressed in these

them. If the organizations dont

pages reflect sofely the

live up to the UN's standards, they

will not get funded. The UN is still

opinion of the writer.
The editorial staff re-

the boss.

the power of the state to give tax

to work on papers that are long past

We have no assurance thatany of

money to subsidize a pseudo-spouse

due. which is quite difficult when I

these policies will be implemented

as a "dependent." And this leads

am extremely distracted by being

in a truly redemptive and Biblical

to a third consideration: marriage

extremely uncomfortable. I feel as

way. Wewoulddoagreatdisrespect

is the fundamental political unit

if I have a fever, yet this "sickness"

to God's sovereignty over all of life

of the state, the building block of

only comes on as i walk through the

to think that there are not Christian

society (an idea found already in

library doors. I don't know how

and non-Christian ways to seek

Aristotle). One cannot easily limit

this environment can be conducive

improved healthcare, economics,

the repercussions of breaking and
radically redefining this institution

for studying when everyone in

the library is either sweating or

have NO power to hold the UN

legally. If the state's definition of

falling asleep. The temperature

accountable to truly redemptive

"marriage" must now be any two

is ridiculous. I have to sit next to

policies as they are not an elected

Monday at 7 p.m. to

peoplewhowishtocohabit,thenwhy

an open window just to somewhat

body. Once we hand them the

STAR@houghton.edu.

not any three or four? Objections

regulate the temperature of my

money, we won't be able to control

or education for a society. We

serves the right to edit

, any contributions for
reasons of length or
decorum. Letters to the

editor (signed) should
be 350 words or fewer

and be submitted by

2008-2009 STAR Staff
1-- Joel VanderWeele

Katarina Kieffer

Editor-in-Chief
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Gifts I Never Asked For:" A Letter from the President
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it 8 hard to know whal it all means

H hile there ts not space to speak in
detail here. 1 want to set the curFent
di*,cussion in conteu and also to

asure you that there is every reason
to believe the college will emerge
stronger. not weaker. out of all that
is happening In fact, I want to assert
that this moment may actually be one
of those"unasked for" and seemingly
unwelcome circumstances that turns

out, in the long run, to be a gift

First, let me say that Houghton,
hke all of higher education and the
rest of our country and our world,
has certainly been affected by recent
downturns in the general economy
Having said that, we have been
affected far less than many of our
sister institutions m both the public
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to think together as d college about In thiq very moment. l am keenb

Second much ot the current our pnontles-and what we as a aware ot the treasure of this college
budget dikussion related to a two- college are being asked to do in the community This past week - when
to-three- >ear process of budget re- world Of all the good things that u e have sought to see more clearl>
allocation re-alignment and long need to be done m the world. what both the pain of this world, (e g
term strategizing that would be are the things that we are called Global Conflicts Week) and God s
happening even if we were not in to do, and how do we organize to gift of hope (Chnstmas Pnsm) -has
the prefent economic environment accomplish those particular tasks reminded me once again of the gift

on
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of thts place-a place where we seek
We are seeking to adjust the well'7
We are conducting this process in to bnng together honesty and hopedistnbution of faculty positions to

: on

better accommodate the overall a very upfront way, and with mput forourown lives and for the world
needs of a high quality Chnstian from various consultative bodies I wish you all a restorative
liberal arts cumculum for our time within the commumty Perhaps part Chnstmas I know that some of you
(While we will be cutting posmons ofthe current angstisabi-productof aregoingintodifficultcircumstances
in some areas of the college, we our very effort to be open and direct Let us pray for one another m these

: the

: be

coming days-that we will be

rei

I am panfully aware that nothing renewed by the mystery and hope of

Saa'e

are, at the same time, adding m with the commumty
other disciplines that are in grave
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need of additional faculty We are I say here will compensate for the God's coming to be with Us m this
speakIng here of approximately 8-10 short-term negative impact of this world, that we will be agents of JOY
positions-or about 10% of faculty process on particular people and for those with whom we spend this
positions that might migrate from partlcular departments within our season, and that we will return with
one department to another over the community But I also want to energy to resume together the calling
next couple of years ) In no way do I affirm that this process can be-if of this community I look fonvard
want to minimize the impact of these we allow it to be-a move toward to ongoing conversatton in the New
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changes on partlcular individuals or strengthening Houghton for the Year I

·ranc

departments, but I do want to put long term And this is where the

the quantitative impact in context "gift" aspect of the present situation In Grace, Peace and Hope,

and pnvate sectors While l do not and
also affirm our behef that the comes in When all is well in the President MWlen
overall program of the college can economy-no one wants to sit
in any way want to minimize this
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From the Editors' Desk...

A Christmas Wish List: Hopes for the New Year at Houghton
The Editors write about what this semester has taught them, and what they hope to see in the coming year in our communitv.

From Kat, Editor-in-Chief
In a time when the global economic crisis is worsening already
horrific living conditions in many countries around the world, it may
seem trivial to focus on problems at Houghton, and even more trivial

to look at issues involving student leadership as something to be taken
seriously and talked about. There is very real suffering going on. after
all; shouldn't we be focusing on alleviating that, rather than fixating on
our own small actions and the small actions of those around us?

A year ago, I would have said yes. I was the Associate Editor of,
the Star at that point, and I was convinced that the world was too

complex and full of too much pain for me to hold a critical opinion;
love for me meant accepting faults and bearing burdens, not discussing

them. What did my thoughts truly matter, anyway, given the enormous
amount of thinking going on throughout the world? It always
seemed presumptuous to think that somehow I might say something
worthwhile.

The key, though. is that in order to lead or serve, you often have to
step away from

"I"
and do things that you simply aren't comfortable
with; you have to sacrifice things, and you have to ask others to

sacrifice, as well. I suppose you could respond that we already take

ourselves too seriously at Houghton; the stress-levels are unreal, you
might say, why would you want to add more by taking on some sort

of leadership or service position? I suppose that's a fair point. We may
indeed take ourselves too seriously, but we certainly don't take others

seriously enough. We are called not to do what is easy, but to do what
is right-to not only attend to our own interests, but also the interests of
others.

From Amy, Campus News Editor
It's 4.20 a.m. and this Star staffer is looking at her Batch,
wondering where her week has gone. Finals are looming und
assignments are being piled on and submitted back and more than
one student is overwhelmed with the sudden time shortage. This
semester. the campus experienced a taste of tight schedule as the
classes begin the switch to the four-credit system. This created
problems, not only in personal matters for students. but also in other
areas of campus life (chapel and class attendance, for example).
When time becomes so crunched, it seems more necessary to lry
and manage it, which can often lead to cutting previously important
things from one's schedule. Suddenly, a homework assignment is a
higher priority than chapel,or that extra study time is more important
than attending a class. A palpable pressure can be felt on campus as
students and professors alike speed-walk along the icy paths. Eating
has become a non-priority as the days fill up, leaving one to scrounge
for Pop tarts in the wee hours of the morning.
Next semester promises to be even less rational in the arena of

time management when looking at the schedule. Classes that meet
at a particular time one day may meet at a completely different time
later in the week. I struggle to recognize a pattern in my weekly
calendar and can only imagine the horrors that will follow when 1
begin to get busy next semester. Hardly encouraging chapel and class
attendance, the schedule will take some getting used to by all on
campus. My Christmas wish is this: I'd like to see a more considerate
approach to the time obligations of students and faculty alike.

Perhaps you feel called to someday serve God in a country

halfway around the world; maybe you envision yourself as a wealthy
businessperson in the future. Regardless of what you are looking

From Micah, Commentary Editor:

forward to. remember where you are now: these are the people, this is
the place, that you are called to serve through fighting the good fight,

and that often means getting hopelessly bogged down in personal,

I'm tired of religion being a limiting factor of the intellectual
life at Houghton. rd like to see Christian faith here be the

political,and painful struggles. For better or for worse, that is the

foundation for a kind of radical thinking that this college has

essence of love in a fallen world, and that is what.we profess as our

never seen. I'd like to see students so teleologically anchored

calling. Perhaps we will take on larger struggles later on, but our
starting point must be in the small realities of our day-to-day lives.

that they're not afraid to challenge and question every belief they
hold..I want to hear classrooms echoing with fervent discussions

If we truly believe in the miracle of incarnation, that God-

on fascism. abortion, evolution, euthanasia. homosexuality,

transcendent, metaphysical God-embraced the messy reality of life
on earth, saw the remnants of all that was good, and was willing to die

capital punishment, obscenity, polygamy and Taoism. 1 don't

for the hope of redemption, then we must be willing to fight the same,

an assurance in their Savior that allows them to fearlessly and

seemingly hopeless battle.

vigorously explore the vast expanse of human thought.

want people resting in the arms of Christ - I want them finding

Houghton and its students claim an impressive amount of

i global engagement. But I wonder how picky we're being in

E From Margaret, Culmre Editor
: My wish for Houghton this year is that we learn how to better take care of
: one another.

i All of the critical issues developing around the budget cuts has left me feeling
T quite helpless. It is a feeling I've had not just once in my life. If anyone has
: ever had a parent lose their job, you know what feeling I am referring to--it's
: wanting to do something to help, wishing you could provide for them, longing

: to contribute, hoping to give some--any--kind of support. But because you
have no direct control over the situation, because your involvement extends
i only as far as your relationship with them, you feel as though there is nothing
: you can do. In many ways, we are in a position similar to this as we conjure
: up thoughts of the people we know and love being affected in some way by

: the budget cuts. In sucb sensitive situations as this, a great deal of damage can
· be done without a great deal of effort. How we respond as students is critical. I

: remember one instance when I lidd someone say my dad couldn't keep a job.

: Yes, 6ur response is truly critical-words can be of the utmost damage.
: It's in times like this that I'm grateful for the areas in my life over which

: I do have control. While circumstances are ever changing, I'm constantly in

E control of my actions, for examp16. I have the power to choose what words
: comewt of my mouth. I'm able to make decisions based on either selfish
i interests or what I know will benefit my neighbor. Needless to say, I think we

: needtoch,66sewisely howwe mad in thecoming months.Thepowers thatbe
: in this situatihn need our diligent prayer. Those who will be affected do, too.

: My wish fdr Houghton this year is that we leam how to better take cam of one

another. And I want us to live in peace. because the promise of peace is one we
i so rarely remember is continuous, and is ours.

i i

: choosing which world issues are worthy of our actual, intelligent
i engagement. We are perfectly willing to explore and challenge
: ourselves with discussion on dispensationalism. atonement,
: or predestination. But there is an almost tangible shortening of

: the intellectual reigns when a patently "non-Christian" topic is
· introduced. Marx or Sartre or Kinsey in the classroom is all well

and good, but isn't it unwise to let their ideas go any deeper into
: your brain than your repository of possible exam essays?
: I believe it is not. I believe that Christ's perfect love should
: motivate us to want to understand this cracked world and its

: inhabitants as much as possible, so that we can clearly see where
and how to spread the grace of God. I also want to believe that
: Christ's perfect love can drive out our fears of being led astray,
: of falling from salvation, or of resurfacing from our intellectual

: sojoums with the -wrong" set of answers.

: Of course I believe in absolute truth, the sovereignty of
: Scripture.andthete@chings ofour faith. But what good will those
: do us if we are afraid or unwilling to plunge into the darkness of
: the world with the light of truth?

: So what do I want to see at Houghton in the future? I want

: to see an academic community that isn't afraid to stare a fallen

: world in the face. I want to see students that respect their fellow
humans enough to talk with them, not down to them. I want to
: see a college full of people who are confident of finding sparks of
: God's mdemptive love in even the deepest and darkest passages
: of human consciousness.
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Notes from the artist:

1:vcr since 1 was a kid 1 have al-

iuns lo,cd niagazines. There is

s#,mething about communicating
with art and words that lascinates

me. This influence is prett> evident
in m, work. especiall> ' hon great
a debtor, u here a combination of

il·It and images to communicate a
theme, idea. or message.

.\nother major influence m m>
u ork is color. I live and breathe and

thrive off of rich and varied color.

lust: inim the Seven l)eadly Sins'
slioucases m> Ime oi rich, vihrant
colors.

I imra ix junior Art and
Communication double major.
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